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Experience the best of the best with Rick Steves Best of England.Rick Steves Best of England puts

the very best of England in your hands, with Rick&#39;s straightforward, time-tested advice in an

easily scannable format so you can quickly find what you need on the go. With Rick&#39;s strategic

tips on saving time and money, you&#39;ll worry less about your trip and focus on enjoying the

experience&#151;whether that&#39;s enjoying a pint in a classic English pub or touring the twisting

streets of Old London.Rick Steves Best of England features:Everything in Full-Color&#151;Dazzling

photos and helpful planning maps.Best of England in Two Weeks&#151;Suggestions for planning

the perfect trip, based on Rick&#39;s expert advice for what&#39;s worth your time and what you

can skip.Rick&#39;s Tips&#151;Helpful hints for key sights and experiences, organized so you

quickly learn what you need to know. You&#39;ll love how much these simple tips help make your

trip smooth and stress-free!Authentic Experiences&#151;Leave the tourist traps behind and enjoy

real, cultural experiences and opportunities to connect with local people.Plus

Practicalities&#151;Essential eating, sleeping, and transportation information is neatly arranged to

be ready when you need it.Choose the best Rick Steves guide for your trip:Rick Steves Best of

England collects the very best the country has to offer.Planning a longer trip? Rick Steves England

2016 is the classic guide to exploring the country in-depth, updated annually.Time for a quick

getaway? Colorful Rick Steves Pocket London is perfect when you have a week or less. Pockets

include full-size, fold-out city maps.
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Since 1973, Rick Steves has spent about four months a year exploring Europe. His mission: to

empower Americans to have European trips that are fun, affordable, and culturally broadening. Rick

produces a best-selling guidebook series, a public television series, and a public radio show, and

organizes small-group tours that take over 20,000 travelers to Europe annually. He does all of this

with the help of a hardworking, well-traveled staff of 100 at Rick Steves&#39; Europe in Edmonds,

Washington, near Seattle. When not on the road, Rick is active in his church and with advocacy

groups focused on economic justice, drug policy reform, and ending hunger. To recharge, Rick

plays piano, relaxes at his family cabin in the Cascade Mountains, and spends time with his partner

Trish, son Andy, and daughter Jackie.

As usual, Rick's books are very helpful for planning an itinerary.

I gave this as a gift and it was received with great enthusiasm.

Always reliable coaching for your European trip, which is essential when you have limited time and

budget. We got the London guide as well and it was so helpful.

Love it

This is just what I needed for my trip to England next year.

Great info, can't wait to see England

Book looked brand new.
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